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COVID Procedures and Policies 
Purpose  

This document has been created to ensure that we, as a community, are taking appropriate action to protect 

our Sunstone community, staff, children and families from the potential outbreak of illness. Policies outlined 

in this handbook override existing ones from our current parent handbook where they overlap. Together we 

will work to continue the quality program that this community has created, while offering a safe place for 

work and learning for our children and staff. 

 

Policies in this handbook are to provide direction for families and staff while on Sunstone grounds, to help 

control the potential of an illness outbreak in our school community and provide protection for our staff, 

children, and families. Each policy outlined in this document applies to all employees and community 

members while on Sunstone Montessori School property. 

 

We have based these policies on guidance from the Center for Disease Control (CDC), the Oregon 

Department of Education Early Learning Division (ELD), and the Office of Governor Brown. You can view 

the CDC’s guidance for child care here and the ELD’s guidance here. Sunstone will strive to take the strictest 

measures in terms of guidance from these sources for the health and safety of our community. 

 

Due to the nature of the pandemic, changes are inevitable and Sunstone will provide clear communication in 

a timely manner regarding any changes to policy or protocols. 

 

 

  

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/guidance-for-childcare.html
https://oregonearlylearning.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Health-and-Safety-Guidelines_August-14-2020_English_Web.pdf
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Information and Procedures 

Telephone: Call 503-768-3847 between 8:30am and 5:00pm.  The front desk will direct your call or take a 

message.  Guides and assistants are generally not available to speak on the phone during class time and can 

best be reached via email, but time-sensitive messages may be left with the front desk.  If you reach voicemail, 

please leave a detailed message. 

Email: Email is an effective way to communicate when an immediate response is not necessary.  Sunstone’s 

email addresses follow the pattern: first-initial-last-name@sunstonemontessori.org, without the hyphens. 

For example: jsmith@sunstonemontessori.org. 

The staff directory is published in the Communication section of this handbook as well as the parents’ 

portal of the website under “Directories.”  

When in doubt, please call 503-768-3847, or email Shanda at the front desk and she will be happy to help or 

connect you with the person who can. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sunstonemontessori.org/parents/directories/
mailto:jsmith@sunstonemontessori.org
https://sunstonemontessori.org/parents/directories/
mailto:stryon@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:stryon@sunstonemontessori.org
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Important Numbers and Emails 

Front Desk: 503-768-3847 
 
Attendance:  
attendance@sunstonemontessori.org 
 
Events:  
events@sunstonemontessori.org 
 
General School Operations and Policy Inquiries: 
Head of School, Cathy Newman, cnewman@sunstonemontessori.org 
Operations & Development Manager, Shanda Tryon, stryon@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

Program, Student and Classroom Inquiries: 

First: Child’s Guide (first initial last name@sunstonemontessori.org, no spaces) 

Second: Head of School, Cathy Newman, cnewman@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

Financial Inquiries, Billing, Contracts, Tuition, Financial Aid: 

Business Manager, Dee Kuns, dkuns@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

Weekly Communications, Sunstonian, Website, Social Media, Advertising/Marketing: 

Communications Manager, Monica Wright, mwright@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

Google Classroom/Zoom/Chromebooks/Tech Support: 

Communications Manager, Monica Wright, mwright@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:attendance@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:events@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:cnewman@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:stryon@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:cnewman@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:dkuns@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:mwright@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:mwright@sunstonemontessori.org
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Health Procedures for Families and Staff 

General Sunstone Wellness Guidelines 

These are our general health and wellness policies we adhere to from the Oregon Health Department. 

 

Staff and children may NOT attend school if they have one or more of the following symptoms: 

● Feeling unwell, lethargic, unable to participate in normal activities  

● Fever over 100 degrees F in the last 24 hours 

● Diarrhea or vomiting in the last 48 hours 

● Nausea or imminent vomiting 

● Persistent or severe cough 

● Unusual yellow color to skin or eyes 

● Skin or eye lesions or rashes that are severe, weeping, or pus-filled 

● Stiff neck or headache with one or more of above symptoms 

● Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing or abnormal wheezing 

● Complaints of severe pain 

● Communicable diseases including serious colds, sore throats, rash, excessive mucus, and other 

conditions 

 

Children and staff exhibiting any of the above symptoms should not be at school and should remain 

home until symptom free for 24 hours or, in the case of diarrhea or vomiting, symptom free for 48 

hours. Being in a community is much more demanding than being at home. A child who seems well at home 

may deteriorate quickly at school, requiring an early pickup. Children who are unable to participate in normal 

class activities or outdoor play time should be kept home, and may be sent home at the discretion of your 

child’s Guide. 

 

In addition, the Health Department maintains a list of daycare-restricted diseases including chickenpox, 

scabies, and staph and strep infections, in which cases we must exclude the child and notify the Health 

Department of any outbreak. 

 

Additionally, children and staff exhibiting any COVID-19 symptoms including cough, fever 

(temperature of 100.4 degrees or higher) or chills, shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, or a new 

loss of taste or smell can either:  

● get a COVID-19 test and, if the test is negative, return after symptom free for 24 hours, unaided by 

medications. 

● or isolate at home for a minimum of 10 days after onset of symptoms and 24 hours after resolution 

of both fever and cough, unaided by medications.  

We recommend families who are exhibiting any COVID-19 symptoms isolate at home and contact your 

healthcare provider. If diagnosed with COVID-19, notify Sunstone and any known “close contacts” and/or 

be prepared to discuss the dates you were on Sunstone premises and where you may have been or who you 

may have come in contact with while at Sunstone.  
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The three main preventative measures to be modeled and used at home and at school: 

● Wash hands often with soap and water. 

● Cover coughs and sneezes with elbow or tissue, and follow any coughing or sneezing with hand 

washing. 

● Wear face masks when at school or out in the community. 

 

COVID-19 Symptom Assessment 

This assessment has been based on CDC symptoms of COVID-19. Prior to leaving home each staff member 

and family member must read and comply and answer the wellness questions below. Do not bring your child 

to school if you, anyone in your household, or your child have any of the symptoms outlined below. 

1. Has the adult or child been exposed to a person with a positive case of COVID-19 in the past 14 

days?  

● If so, was the exposure during the time from 2 days before until 10 days after the person with 

COVID-19 started having symptoms? (This is the time they would have been infectious.) If the 

person with COVID-19 never had symptoms, use the time period of 2 days before the test was taken 

until 10 days after as the infectious period. 

2. Has the adult or child been exposed to a person with a presumptive case of COVID-19 in the past 

14 days? 

● If so, was the exposure during the time from 2 days before until 10 days after the person with 

presumptive COVID-19 started having symptoms? (This is the time they would have  been 

infectious.) 

● A “presumptive” case means the person was exposed to someone with COVID-19 and the 

presumptive adult or child showed symptoms in the past 10 days.  

If they answered yes to either question 1 or 2, the child or adult must quarantine for 10 days. The 10-

day quarantine starts on the day that child or adult last had contact with the COVID-19 case.  

The 10-day quarantine could be shortened to 7 days if: 

1. The person takes a COVID-19 test between days 5 and 7 of their quarantine period, AND 

2. The person is asymptomatic, AND 

3. The COVID-19 test comes back negative. 

3. Is the adult or child experiencing new loss of taste or smell, unusual cough, shortness of breath, or 

fever? “Unusual cough” means something not normal for this person (e.g., allergies, asthma).  

● If yes to question 3, that person must be excluded from the program for at least 10 days, and be 

symptom-free for 24 hours. If they get a negative COVID-19 test that was taken before the 10 days 

is up, they can return once they have been symptom-free for 24 hours. 
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● People who only have a fever (without any cough, difficulty breathing, or loss of taste or smell), can 

be checked and cleared by a medical professional and can return to the program following the 

documented direction of the medical professional after they are fever-free for at least 24 hours.  
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Protocol if a Child Gets Sick or Exhibits Symptoms While at 

Sunstone 

 

If a child exhibits any symptoms of illness they will be taken to a designated room to be isolated and 

Sunstone will contact the child’s guardian for immediate pick up.  

 

Children exhibiting cough, fever (temperature of 100.4 degrees or higher) or chills, shortness of 

breath, difficulty breathing, or a new loss of taste or smell have two options: 

 Get a COVID-19 test. Elementary children who have parental consent can administer a COVID-19 

test here on-site at Sunstone. Toddler and Children's House children will need to go to a practitioner 

for testing. 

 If the test is negative, children stay home for 24 hours after resolution of symptoms, UNAIDED BY 

MEDICATIONS. 

 If the test is positive, we will immediately contact the designated health authority for next steps and 

follow their guidance. 

OR 

 If not tested, children will stay at home for a minimum of 10 days after onset of symptoms and for 

24 hours after resolution of both fever and cough UNAIDED BY MEDICATIONS.  

 

Children who exhibit other symptoms of illness (muscle pain, headache, sore throat, nausea, new nasal 

congestion, rash, conjunctivitis/excessive eye discharge, excessive mucus, runny nose, and other conditions) 

in the absence of cough, fever, chills, shortness of breath, and/or a new loss of taste or smell, must be kept at 

home until they are symptom-free without medication for 24 hours. 

 

Children who have vomited or had diarrhea in the absence of cough, fever, chills, shortness of breath, 

and/or a new loss of taste or smell, must be kept at home until they are symptom-free without medication for 

48 hours. 

 

COVID-19 Testing at Sunstone 

Elementary students who exhibit symptoms consistent with COVID-19 while at Sunstone and who have a 

signed COVID testing consent form on file will be tested in the designated room for COVID-19 using the 

Abbott BinaxNOW testing kits. Abbott BinaxNOW tests should only be used to test Elementary students 

with consent on file in the following two scenarios: 

 

1. When an Elementary student develops symptoms at school consistent with COVID-19 including 

cough, fever (temperature of 100.4 degrees or higher) or chills, shortness of breath, difficulty 

breathing, or a new loss of taste or smell, testing may be used to inform their care and protocol for 

returning to school. Any student who is tested (even if they test negative) must leave school 

immediately and not return until allowed. Under no circumstances will students who develop 

symptoms consistent with COVID-19 while not at school, be asked to come to school for 

COVID-19 testing.  

2. When a school cohort has been exposed to a case of COVID-19 and quarantined; testing on day 5 

through 7 following exposure may be used to facilitate early release from quarantine after day 7 when 
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recommended by the local public health authority. For example, if a cohort is exposed on January 1st, 

that cohort could be tested between January 6th and 8th, and released from quarantine on January 9th 

if all tests are negative and exposed students are symptom-free.  

 

Further information regarding the Abbott BinaxNOW testing can be found here.  Note that muscle pain, 

headache, sore throat, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, new nasal congestion, and runny nose are also symptoms 

often associated with COVID-19. 

 

Positive COVID-19 Test 

If a child tests positive for COVID-19 at Sunstone using the Abbott BinaxNOW testing kits or from a 

healthcare provider, Sunstone will contact the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) for next steps and guidance 

on preventative measures. OHA states that next steps may vary from case to case and will be tailored for each 

individual case. We will follow the guidance of OHA which may include temporary closure of environments 

for quarantining, disinfecting, sanitizing, and/or preventative measures to maintain the health and safety of 

our community.  

● A member of the admin team will remain with the child in a designated and isolated room until they 

are picked up. The admin representation will wear a mask, use gloves and use as much social 

distancing as possible while providing as much comfort to the child as possible. Face coverings must 

be changed after a daily health check if the adult interacted with a sick child. 

● The designated room will be closed for 24 hours to reduce the potential for respiratory droplets. 

Windows will be open during that period. If a 24-hour period is not feasible a Sunstone staff member 

will wait as long as possible and follow sanitation protocols as outlined by the CDC. Sunstone will 

ensure safe and correct application of disinfectants and keep disinfectant products away from 

children. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sharedsystems.dhsoha.state.or.us/DHSForms/Served/le3560.pdf?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
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Behaviors and Health Risk Prevention 
As stress and trauma increase during the time of COVID-19, Sunstone staff anticipate more challenging and 

dysregulated behaviors for many children. Implementing and communicating predictable routines and 

procedures will be very important for all of the children and adults. Taking the time to review the new 

procedures with your children will help them maintain a sense of psychological safety. 

 

Due to the need for increased, strict health and safety guidelines and Sunstone’s reduced number of staff, we 

will be implementing the following policy: 

● For the safety of all those in the community, any behaviors that put the health of other children or 

staff at risk during this time will result in a call to guardians for immediate pick-up. This may include 

spitting, biting, removing masks from staff member faces or any behaviors that increase the risk to 

our staff or impacts the ability to maintain a safe environment for the children and our Sunstone 

community. 

● An assessment meeting will be scheduled with the Head of School or another member of the admin 

team and guardians before a child may come back to school. 
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Accidents and Medication at School 

Accidents: Minor injuries will be addressed at school, and you will receive an Accident Report describing the 

incident.  If your child is seriously injured at school, we will attempt to contact you or your emergency 

contact   

Serious Accidents or Illnesses: If necessary, we will call 911 or transport your child for emergency care. We 

must have an Emergency Consent form on file for your child.  Please make sure that your child’s form lists 

your current phone number(s) and several alternate contacts. 

Medication: If your child needs to take medication, whether prescription or “over the counter,” during the 

school day, you must fill out an Authorization for Medication form and return it to the front desk. Children are 

not permitted to administer their own medication, vitamins, or pain relievers. Medication needs to be in its 

original container with your child’s name on it. 

Head Lice: Head lice are a common concern in schools everywhere. Head lice can be extremely 

inconvenient and time-consuming to treat, and can cause discomfort, but they do not cause or spread disease. 

We follow the most current recommendations of the county Health Department in these situations. 

● Prevention: Please check your child regularly.  

● Lice at School: If live lice or nits are observed on a child at school, we will contact parents 

immediately and the child must be picked up and treated.  You may treat your child at home or have 

them treated professionally.  However, before children can return to school, they must be 

checked and cleared by Lice Lab or another lice removal business.  All Sunstone families will 

be alerted that lice have been observed, and all children may be checked for lice as the situation 

warrants. 
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Drop-off & Pick-up Procedures 
The CDC recommends the same parent or designated person should drop-off and pick-up the child every 

day. If possible, older people such as grandparents or those with serious underlying medical conditions 

should not be the designated person because they are more at risk for severe illness from COVID-19. 

 

● To minimize contact with the staff and other children, drop-off and pick-up will occur with minimal 

contact.  

● All adults must wear a face covering for drop-off and pick-up.  

● Please respect and practice physical distancing while on school grounds, including on sidewalks 

and in parking lots. 

● The check-in and check-out process will include a wellness screening (see below).  

Wellness Screening 

In order to ensure the health and safety of our children, staff, and families, a Sunstone staff member will be 

administering a wellness check with each child in our program. Every morning at drop-off and again in the 

afternoon at pick-up a staff member will ask the wellness check questions, take the child’s temperature, and 

sign each child in and out. For the health and safety of all, childcare providers are required to keep detailed 

records for the purpose of tracking if someone is diagnosed with COVID-19. Please remember our goal is to 

keep everyone healthy! Thank you for being patient during this process.  

Drop-off  

 

● Drop-off is 8:00-8:25 am 

● Butterfly and Maple families are asked to park on the school side of Dakota St. or Virginia Ave. 

and walk to their classroom exterior door along the front of the building. See map below.   

○ Parents and children, please maintain physical distancing and wait on a designated spot 

outside the door until you are called up to the classroom door by classroom staff.  

○ The classroom staff will ask the health screening questions and do a temperature check with 

parents at the door.  

● For Elementary, Huckleberry, Sitka and Sunflower drop-off will take place by drive through on 

the blacktop. See map below.   

○ Elementary: Use the right lane only UNLESS you also have a child who goes to 

Huckleberry, Sitka, or Sunflower, in which case you will use the left lane and your 

Elementary child will stop at the stop sign and wait to cross to the right side to go to their 

classroom. If you have a child in Butterfly or Maple, please drop off your Elementary child 

in the right lane and then proceed to Dakota street to park and walk your child to the 

Butterfly or Maple exterior door.  

○ Huckleberry, Sitka, and Sunflower: Use the left lane only. 

○ Drop-off staff will wear masks and open doors for children who cannot open the doors by 

themselves. 
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○ Parents will need to assist children who are unable to get out of their cars independently. 

Please turn your car off and assist your child out of the car, with their belongings, as needed. 

○ Drive through drop-off staff will ask the health screening questions as children get out of the 

cars and take each child’s temperature.  

○ As usual, Children’s House and Elementary children will be expected to walk to their 

classrooms by themselves with supervision by staff. Children will be expected to carry all of 

their belongings without assistance.  

○ Families who live in the neighborhood and walk to school will enter through the 

Sunberry Garden (NE corner between the soccer field and Sitka classroom). An admin 

staff will be present to check in with to do the health screening questions and temperature 

check. Please wait for their assistance at a safe distance of 6 feet if they are helping other 

families.  

○ Sitka children will walk to the Sitka entrance door where they will be greeted by a classroom 

staff.  

○ Sunflower children will walk to the Sunflower entrance door where they will be greeted by a 

classroom staff. 

○ Huckleberry children will be escorted by a staff to the Huckleberry door (unless you walk 

to school).  

○ Camassia children will enter through the southeast entrance door. 

○ Trillium children will enter through the northeast entrance door. 

○ Lupine children will enter through the Lupine exterior classroom door on the blacktop.  

 

Drop-Off Map
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Pick-Up  

 Please maintain physical distancing and wait on marked spots for staff to dismiss your child to you. 

 Staff will dismiss children after visual confirmation of the child’s designated pick-up person. 

 For families who have children in multiple classrooms, we ask that you be mindful of physical 

distancing and safety procedures as you move around campus to pick-up your children.  

 

Pick Up Map 

 

 
 

Pick-up: Elementary  

Children can be picked up between 3:00-3:15pm at the locations designated below. 

 

 Camassia: Pick-up will occur curbside at the South door on Dakota Street.  

 Trillium: Pick-up will occur curbside at the North door on Carolina Street.  

 Lupine: Pick-up will occur at the South pedestrian gate off the blacktop in the staff parking lot.  

 

Pick-up: Children’s House and Toddler 

1:00pm dismissal: Children can be picked up between 1:00-1:15pm 

3:00pm dismissal: Children can be picked up between 3:00-3:15pm. 

Aftercare: Children can be picked up between 3:00-5:00pm.  

 

 Sunflower and Sitka: Pick-up will occur outside the classroom door.  

 Maple and Butterfly: Pick-up will occur outside the exterior classroom door at the front of the 

school.  

 Huckleberry: Children can be picked up on the playground between 3:00-4:00pm and outside the 

classroom door between 4:00-5:00pm.  
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Daily Preparedness Checklist 

During the drop-off/sign-in procedure, a Sunstone staff will ensure the child has all the necessary items for 

each day. We will ask the child’s guardian if they have: 

● Morning and afternoon snacks 

● Lunch 

● A clean, full and sanitized water bottle 

● For CH and EL: At least 2 clean face masks for children 

Pick-Up Authorization 
Email: attendance@sunstonemontessori.org 

Phone: 503-768-3847 

  

According to state licensing requirements, we can release students only to parents, legal guardians, and 

persons listed on the pick-up authorization section of your child’s Emergency Form.  We must also have 

verbal or written permission, from a parent or legal guardian of the child being picked up, each time we 

release a child to someone other than his/her parent or legal guardian. Due to COVID-19, consistency in 

who drops off and picks up is important.  

  

To release a child to someone other than a parent or legal guardian: 

● Email attendance or phone each time to give verbal permission for pick-up. 

● To add a new person to your authorized pick-up list, log into Transparent Classroom or contact 

attendance@sunstonemontessori.org. 

  

If the person picking up isn’t on your list and we don’t have verbal or written permission, we cannot 

release your child. 

  

Please plan to explain our dismissal procedures to anyone who will pick up your child to avoid any confusion 

and disorder.  If your authorized pick-up person is not a parent of a child at Sunstone, please have 

them come to the front door of the main building before the first time they pick-up.  Staff will check 

and copy their ID and direct them to the appropriate pick-up station. Once they have been checked, they no 

longer need to come to the front desk prior to picking up your child. 

  

Please note that in the case of joint custody, both parents need to give permission to add adults to a child’s 

pick-up list. Sunstone cannot release a child to anyone not approved by both custodial parents.  
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Attendance 
Email: attendance@sunstonemontessori.org and your child’s Guide 
Phone: 503-768-3847 

If your child will be absent, tardy, or needs an early pick-up, please email attendance and your child’s 
Guide, or call the front desk. The front desk will deliver the attendance information to your 
child’s Classroom and any other necessary staff member. Consistent attendance and on-time arrival are vital 
to the success of your child’s experience at Sunstone.  The school will contact you in the morning if your 
child is absent and we have not heard from you by 9:00am. 

Illnesses 
Email: attendance@sunstonemontessori.org 
Phone: 503-768-3847 

If your child is ill, please email attendance or call the front desk so that we can take preventative measures in 
the classroom and alert other families of contagious conditions. If your child is absent due to any COVID 
related symptoms or exposure as outlined in this handbook, please email attendance immediately so 
that we can work quickly with the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) to take preventative measures to 
maintain the safety of our community. 

Extended Absences 
Email: attendance@sunstonemontessori.org and your child’s Guide 
Phone: 503-768-3847 
In cases of extended absences, please let the front desk and your child’s Guide know the timing and duration 
of the absence as soon as possible. 

Late Arrival/Early Pick-ups 

Late Arrival from 8:30-9:00am – All Classrooms: 
Children who arrive late typically have a hard time transitioning into the flow of the classroom and engaging 
with materials. A late arrival is also disruptive to the other children in the classroom community. Your child 
will thrive with a consistent on-time schedule in which they are able to start their day with the rest of their 
classmates. 

● All Classrooms: If you arrive between 8:30-9:00am you can bring your child to the main 
building front doors. Please ring the doorbell and the front desk will greet the child at the front door, 
and complete the wellness screening as outlined in this handbook. Their assigned classroom 
admin staff member will escort them to their classroom. 

 
Late Arrival for Appointments - All Classrooms: 

● If your child requires an appointment, please contact your child’s Guide well in advance to 
coordinate a schedule that best supports your child and the rest of the classroom community. 

 
Late Arrival for Support Services - All Classrooms 

● If your child has regular appointments for support services (such as occupational therapy or speech), 
please contact your child’s Guide to coordinate a schedule that best supports your child and the rest 
of the classroom community. 

mailto:attendance@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:attendance@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:attendance@sunstonemontessori.org
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Toddler and Children’s House Late Arrivals after 9:00am 
● Huckleberry: If you need to drop your child off after 9:00am, please wait until noon or the 

following day. If dropping off at noon, please notify attendance as soon as possible, and Huckleberry 
staff will meet you at the SunBerry Garden gate (next to Carolina St.) at noon. 

● Sunflower, Maple, Butterfly, Sitka: If you need to drop your child off after 9:00am, please wait 
until the window of time from 12:30-1:00pm (provided your child is here until 3:00pm). Please 
notify attendance as soon as possible, and bring your child to the front door between 12:30-1:00pm. 
Staff will greet the child at the front door, and complete the wellness screening as outlined in this 
handbook. A staff member will escort them to their classroom. 

 
Toddler and Children’s House Early Pick-Ups 

● Afternoon Appointments/Early Pick-ups: If your child has an afternoon appointment or needs to 
be picked up before 3:00pm for any reason, she/he is welcome to come for the morning work cycle 
and be dismissed at 12:00pm (Toddler) or 1:00pm (Children’s House). Please contact attendance as 
soon as possible. You can pick up your child at the front door.  
 

Elementary Late Arrivals after 9:00am and Early Pick-ups 
● Late Arrival: If you arrive after 8:30am you can bring your child to the front doors. Please ring the 

doorbell and the front desk will greet the child at the front door, and complete the wellness screening 
as outlined in this handbook. A staff member will escort them to their classroom. If you expect to be 
later than 9:00am, please notify attendance, attendance@sunstonemontessori.org.  

● Early Pick-up: If you need to pick-up your child before 3:00pm, please contact attendance as soon 
as possible, attendance@sunstonemontessori.org. You can pick your child up at the front door. 

Late Pick-Up 
● Late Pick-up: Families of children not picked up on time will be charged $5/minute/child. If you 

know you will be late please contact attendance@sunstonemontessori.org or call the front desk, 503-
768-3847. The staff has extensive cleaning duties at the end of each day and it is very helpful to know 
ahead of time if they need to re-organize their duties to accommodate children in the classrooms. 
Thank you for your cooperation and understanding. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

mailto:attendance@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:attendance@sunstonemontessori.org
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Sanitation 
Sunstone will be following these Cleaning and Sanitation Guidelines as outlined by the ELD and CDC. 

 

General Cleaning Schedule: 

● Playground Equipment including play structures and gym equipment is sanitized after each group.  

 

● All bathrooms are cleaned each night by Sunstone’s janitorial service provider, City Wide and 

sanitized by the Facilities Manager three times per day. 

 

● The Staff Break Room has a one-person limit at a time and is sanitized two times during the day and 

thoroughly cleaned once a day by the Facilities Manager.  

 

● The Kitchen, Work Room, Commons and Conference Room are sanitized and cleaned once a day by 

the Facilities Manager and sanitized frequently throughout the day.  The Kitchen has a one-person 

limit at a time. Access to the work room has a one-person limit at a time. Staff may use the Work 

Room and Madrone Room as needed though need to limit touching only what they will be using or 

taking and sanitizing the copier and equipment used after each.. There are no communal use dishes 

in the kitchen. Staff are expected to bring their own dishes and travel coffee mugs and are 

responsible for cleaning their own dishes.  

● Classroom cleaning protocol: 

o Door and cabinet handles are disinfected daily.  

o Mouthed toys sanitized at the end of each day  as well as before and after each use 

o All materials sanitized at the end of each day as well as after each use with soap and water. 

There are sanitation stations in each classroom for activity items for children to place used 

items so they can be sanitized.  

o Nap mats sanitized after use each day. 

o Counters and sinks sanitized at the end of each day and as needed.  

o Tables and surfaces sanitized at the end of the day with sanitizer and after each use with 

soap and water.  

o All rugs and carpeting vacuumed each day.  

o All hard floor surfaces are cleaned and sanitized each day.  

o Bedding, sheets, blankets, etc. sent home weekly to be washed. *Soiled laundry will be sent 

home to the family daily.  

 

The 3-Step Method is 1. WASH, 2. RINSE, and 3. SANITIZE or DISINFECT 

•  Sanitizing solution is used to reduce germs from surfaces but not totally get rid of them. Sanitizers 

reduce the germs from surfaces to levels that are considered safe. The sanitizing 3- step method is 

most often used for food surfaces, kitchens, and classrooms.  

 

•  Disinfecting solution is used to destroy or inactivate germs and prevent them from growing. 

Disinfectants are regulated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The disinfecting 3- 

step method is most often used for body fluids and bathrooms/diapering areas. 

 

https://oregonearlylearning.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Sanitation-Recommendation-and-Cleaning-Schedule-for-Child-Care_May2020_Final-1.pdf
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*At times it may be necessary to clean, rinse, and sanitize/disinfect more frequently. 

 

How to Clean and Disinfect Surfaces: 

•  Wear disposable gloves. 

•  If surfaces are dirty, they should be cleaned using a detergent or soap and water prior to disinfection. 

•  Use EPA-registered household disinfectant and follow instructions on the label (e.g. concentration, 

application method, and contact time, etc.). 

•  Alternatively, diluted household bleach solutions should be effective. 

•  Diluted household bleach solutions can be used if appropriate for the surface. Do not mix bleach or 

other cleaning and disinfection products together. This can cause fumes that may be very dangerous 

to breathe. Keep all disinfectants out of the reach of children. 

•  Mix water with bleach using instructions on the bleach bottle. Leave diluted bleach mixture on the 

surface for at least one minute. 

•  For soft (porous) surfaces such as carpeted floor, rugs, and drapes, remove visible contamination if 

present and clean with appropriate cleaners indicated for use on these surfaces. After cleaning: 

o If the items can be laundered, launder items in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

instructions using the warmest appropriate water setting for the items and then dry items 

completely. 

o Otherwise, use products that have been approved by the EPA for use against SARS-CoV2 

that are suitable for porous surfaces. 

•  High touch surfaces, such as doorknobs, light switches, countertops, handles, desks, phones, 

keyboards, toilets, should be disinfected or sanitized frequently. For more information on the 

appropriate approach see the table on page 5. 

 

Linens, clothing, and other items that go in the laundry 

•  Wear disposable gloves. 

• Do not shake dirty laundry. 

•  Launder items according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Use the warmest appropriate water 

setting and dry items completely. 

• Clean and disinfect clothes hampers according to guidance above for surfaces. 

•  Wash items as appropriate in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. If possible, 

launder items using the warmest appropriate water setting for the items and dry items 

completely. 

•  Wash hands with soap and water as soon as you remove the gloves. 

 

Electronics 

•  For electronics, such as tablets, touch screens, keyboards, and remote controls. 

•  Consider putting a wipeable cover on electronics. 

•  Follow manufacturer’s instructions for cleaning and disinfecting. 

•  If no guidance, use alcohol-based wipes or sprays containing at least 70% alcohol. Dry surfaces 

thoroughly. 

 

Toys 

•  Collect toys as they become dirty throughout the day. 

•  “Mouthed” toys – after each use by a child. 
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•  All other toys – daily, or as needed. 

•  Sort toys into separate containers: one for cloth and stuffed toys and one for wood and plastic 

toys. Sorting the toys ahead of time will make it easier to wash and sanitize them. 

•  At the end of the day, or at a specified time (i.e. naptime), clean, rinse and sanitize toys. 

•  You can use a washing machine, dishwasher, or wash toys by hand. 

 

Washing toys by hand 

Step 1: Clean 

•  Wash and scrub toys thoroughly with soap or detergent and warm water to remove most of the dirt, 

grime, and saliva. This is the most important step in cleaning toys. 

•  It is important to clean toys before sanitizing them because the sanitizer kills germs better on 

clean surfaces. 

Step 2: Rinse 

•  Rinse toys with water to remove the dirt, soap residue, and germs to help make a clean surface. 

Step 3: Sanitize 

•  Sanitizing reduces the germs from surfaces to levels that are considered safe. 

•  Dip or cover sufficiently with spray the toys in a solution of chlorine bleach; refer to “Method for 

Mixing Bleach” for the correct proportions. Protect your skin by wearing household rubber 

gloves. 

•  Allow toys to dry completely (i.e. overnight) or allow a 2-minute contact time before wiping toys dry 

with a paper towel. 

•  Chlorine from the sanitizing bleach solution evaporates off the toys so no residue remains, and 

further rinsing is not necessary. 

Washing toys in a dishwasher 

•  Some HARD toys such as wood, plastic or metal may be washed in a dishwasher. Check 

instructions on toy. 

•  Use the proper amount of dishwasher detergent recommended by manufacturer. 

•  Run toys through the complete wash and dry cycle. 

•  Do not wash toys with dirty dishes, utensils, etc. 

Washing toys in a washing machine 

•  Many SOFT toys made of fabric, such as stuffed animals, rattles, and dress-up clothes may be 

washed in a washing machine. Check instructions on toy. 

•  Use HOT water and detergent. 

•  Dry toys completely in a hot dryer when possible 
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Visitor Protocol 
For the health and safety of our staff, families and community during the COVID-19 outbreak, Sunstone will 

limit visitor entry into the building. 

 

Given the current pandemic we have implemented the following restrictions to our building. If you wish to 

schedule a time to speak with a Sunstone staff member, please see our communication section. 

 

Only these individuals may enter Sunstone Montessori’s building: 

● Staff members 

● Children enrolled  

● Developmental/Educational personnel providing services to children (must be set up with 

Operations Manager, Shanda Tryon) 

● Maintenance Personnel 

● State licensing/Regulators/Inspectors 

● Emergency medical personnel 

 

All other individuals are subject to approval by our Head of School, Cathy Newman, before entry is 

permitted.  

 

All authorized visitors must follow the procedures outlined below: 

● Proceed directly to the labeled check-in station in the Commons. 

● Use provided hand sanitizer to sanitize your hands. 

● Take your temperature. 

● Sign in on the provided clipboard, recording your name, date, time-in and temperature and phone 

number (for contact tracing). 

● Answer Sunstone’s COVID-19 Wellness Checklist Questions in the presence of a staff member. 

● Sanitize the thermometer & pen. 

● Wash hands. 

 

Visiting Guidelines: 

● All visitors will only be let in by a staff member. They will be asked to follow the above procedures 

upon entering the building. 

● The staff member who answers the door must be sure to follow the 6-foot social distancing protocol 

from the Oregon Health Authority. 
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Face Coverings 
We have based this policy on guidance from both the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and the Oregon 

Department of Education Early Learning Division (ELD). You can view the CDC’s guidance on face 

coverings here and the ELD’s guidance here. Sunstone will strive to take the strictest measures in terms of 

guidance from these sources for the health and safety of our community. 

 

Expectations for Face Coverings at Sunstone For Adults:  

All adults, staff members, family members and visitors are required to wear a face mask when on campus. 

● Parents are required to wear face masks for pick-up and drop-off. 

● All staff members will wear a face mask at all times while inside Sunstone buildings. Staff members 

may remove their face masks when outside. 

● Staff members have each been provided dual-layer copper fiber masks.  

● Staff members are encouraged to take breaks outside away from colleagues and children to remove 

their masks when needed. 

 

Expectations for Face Coverings at Sunstone For Children:  

● We acknowledge guidance varies on the topic of children and the ability to wear a face covering 

effectively. Sunstone requires that families provide all children except Huckleberry children with 

masks. Face coverings must be worn at drop-off and pick-up and while indoors and outdoors at all 

times (except for eating and drinking). We are also being mindful of the weather conditions when 

playing outdoors.  

● At this time, Sunstone is unable to provide masks for children. Children will wear masks if they are: 

○ At least 3 years old 

○ Able to remove the face covering themselves without assistance, 

○ Able to avoid touching the face covering, and 

○ Are able to replace face covering when visibly soiled and each day. 

● Since the OCC criteria for wearing masks dictate that the children need to be able to put on and off 

the masks themselves, avoid touching them as much as possible, and replace the mask when soiled or 

wet, we will observe the children and support them with grace and courtesy lessons to help them be 

successful wearing their masks. 

● Each classroom will set up a designated space for each child to place their masks while eating or 

when taking a break. Your child’s classroom teacher will communicate these protocols with you. 

● Children will be asked to remove their mask during naptime for their safety. 

● Classroom staff will give grace and courtesy lessons around the usage of masks, the reasons for 

wearing them and how to effectively take them on and off. 

 

Key Points to Keep in Mind When Wearing a Face Mask:  

Cloth face coverings should: 

● Fit snugly but comfortably against the side of the face 

● Cover the nose and mouth of the wearer 

● Be secured with ties or ear loops 

● Include multiple layers of fabric 

● Allow for breathing without restriction 

● Be able to be laundered and machine dried without damage or change to shape. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diy-cloth-face-coverings.html
https://oregonearlylearning.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Guidance-for-Child-Care-and-Emergency-Child-Care-COVID_May.14.20.pdf
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When Wearing Your Face Mask: 

● Wearers should wash hands before putting on their mask and after taking off their mask. 

● Wearers should avoid touching the outside of the mask. Apply and take off mask only by touching 

straps or ear loops. If you do, wash your hands with soap and water. If that is not available then use 

an alcohol based sanitizer. 

● Wash your hands (use the 20 seconds wash cycle) before you remove the face covering from the bag, 

or use an alcohol based hand sanitizer. Remove the mask from the storage bag. 

● Cover your mouth and nose with the mask and make sure there are no gaps between your face and 

the mask. Tie the mask or use the elastic loops for your ears. 

● Replace the mask with a clean one if it becomes damp. 

 

To remove the mask: 

1. Remove it from behind (do not touch the front of the mask)  

2. Fold the mask onto itself and place it in a bag for “dirty” masks to take home to wash. 

3. Wash your hands with soap and water after removing your mask. If soap and water are not available then 

use an alcohol-based sanitizer. 

 

When Eating:  

You will need to remove your mask to eat. Take off the mask as noted above, place it in a designated space 

for each child or staff member, and wash your hands. Enjoy your break/lunch. When you’re done eating, 

wash your hands, then put a face covering back on. Wash your hands again prior to returning to work. 

 

Cloth face coverings do not replace regular handwashing practices. 

 

Washing Your Face Mask:  

We advise families to reference the CDC recommendations for washing cloth face masks.  
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Physical Distancing 
We have based this policy on guidance from both the Center for Disease Control (CDC) on physical 

distancing and the Oregon Department of Education Early Learning Division (ELD) guidance here. 

Sunstone will strive to take the strictest measures in terms of guidance from these sources for the health and 

safety of our community. 

 

Young children are unlikely to maintain 6-foot physical distancing. Therefore, as child care workers, Sunstone 

staff are considered high-contact persons. We urge our families to follow all guidelines for the health and 

safety of our staff, the children and our community.  

 

For Families and staff: 

All families and staff are asked to wear a face covering and maintain a 6-foot distance from other adults not in 

your household or in your classroom environment while on Sunstone grounds. 

 

In the Classroom: 

● Only 15 children per classroom will be allowed for Children’s House classrooms. Only 10 toddlers 

will be allowed in Huckleberry. Elementary classrooms will not exceed 20 children per day. 

● Children will remain with their classroom grouping at all times while at Sunstone and groups will not 

mix. 

● Children will either have individual tables or work rugs, or be spaced out at larger tables and 

workspaces while they work and eat. Elementary work tables that are designated for more than one 

child to work will have plexi-glass dividers to separate children’s work spaces.  

● Outdoor activities will be staggered to enable one classroom group at a time and Sunstone staff will 

sanitize playground equipment between classroom groups. 

● Nappers will be spaced six feet apart and/or in a head-toe-position. 

● Children’s belongings will be kept in a personal bag/backpack and/or in their own designated 

cubbies, and will be spaced so they are not touching. 

● Families will be asked to provide all meals, utensils, water bottles and napkins for each child. See our 

food/nutrition/personal items section. 

 

Bathrooms: 

· In the main building one child per classroom can use the restroom at a time. Each classroom has a 
designated stall or stalls.  

o Maple will use the north restroom.  
o Butterfly will use the south restroom.  
o Lupine girls will use the south restroom. Lupine boys will use the north restroom.  
o Camassia girls will use the south restroom. Camassia boys will use the north bathroom.  
o Trillium girls will use the south restroom. Trillium boys will use the north bathroom.  

 

Other Ways in Which Sunstone will Ensure Physical Distancing: 

● Only essential visitors will be permitted in the school building and classroom environments. 

● Communal staff spaces will have a one-person limit at a time. Face coverings will be required and 

sanitizing after use will be required.  

● Communal spaces will be cleaned and disinfected as outlined in our sanitation section. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/guidance-for-childcare.html#SocialDistancing
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/guidance-for-childcare.html#SocialDistancing
https://oregonearlylearning.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Guidance-for-Child-Care-and-Emergency-Child-Care-COVID_May.14.20.pdf
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
Sunstone will provide the following PPE for staff members: 

● 5 cloth face masks for each staff member 

○ Staff members must avoid touching the cloth face covering. 

○ It is essential to continue frequent and consistent hand hygiene. 

○ The face covering must be changed each day, and also whenever soiled. 

● Protective gloves for cleaning. 

● Disinfecting products: i.e. Bleach or EPA-registered disinfectant. During this time it is important to 

use our approved cleaners that have efficacy against multiple diseases. Sunstone will provide the 

different solutions clearly labeled with ratios and uses. It is each classroom's duty to fill them each 

day according to the written guidelines. 

● Hand sanitizer will be provided. The preferred and most effective practice is proper handwashing but 

hand sanitizer will be provided for those times when hand washing is not feasible. 
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Prevention for High Contact Staff 
Due to the nature of working with young children classroom staff are considered to be high contact 

employees. Interactions between classroom staff and the children are likely to include distances of less than 

six (6) feet in order to support the mental wellbeing of the children in Sunstone care. “physical distancing” of 

at least six (6) feet should be observed when possible amongst adult staff members and families. Compliance 

with physical distancing guidelines is mandatory for all adults. physical distancing applies to all 

adults on Sunstone Montessori School property at all times. 

 

Requirements:  

In order to reduce the potential spread of contagions within the community, Sunstone Montessori School is 

instituting the following requirements. 

● Whenever possible avoid passing information via paper or other items - i.e., use email or phone calls 

to ask questions or share notes. 

● Interaction times should be reduced between staff members. 

● Physical items should be passed to a child and not to a staff member. For example, a child should 

carry their own backpack or personal items to avoid contact between adults. Go between items can 

be placed in the child’s bag or backpack such as notes for the teacher, paperwork, etc. 

● High contact employees shall wash or sanitize their hands no less than once per hour. 

● Areas of high traffic shall be cleaned frequently and on intervals required by the Oregon Health 

Authority’s most current recommendations. 

 

High contact employees shall limit, when possible, movement outside of their classroom/working 

environments while on Sunstone grounds; when such movement is necessary, strict “physical distancing” is 

required. 
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Common COVID-19 Related FAQs 
Q1.  Each member in the households of all staff and children are required to complete the Sunstone 

COVID-19 Wellness Assessment before they leave home each morning. If someone in the household 

answers yes to any of the questions is my child/staff member required to stay home? 

A. Yes, except if these symptoms are linked to a pre-existing condition such as asthma, allergies, etc. 

Your child may come to school if they have a doctor’s note explaining the symptoms are not related 

to COVID-19. Otherwise, the child or staff member would enter into a 24 hour self-monitoring 

period depending on the symptoms. 

● Report your symptoms to school each day. 

● Monitor and record your temperature twice daily and track symptoms daily for 24 hours if 

illness includes cough, shortness of breath, or fever. 

You can find a symptom tracker from the CDC here. 

 

Q2. What should I do if my child is sick? 

A. 1. If your child has any symptoms outlined in the General Wellness Assessment or COVID-19 

Symptom Assessment they may not come to school. Please contact 

attendance@sunstonemontessori.org describing the symptoms. If illness includes cough, shortness of 

breath, or fever, the child should get tested for COVID-19 and stay home for 24 hours after 

resolution of symptoms or they must stay home for 10 days after the onset of symptoms and 24 

hours after resolution of symptoms. They will need to remain home for 24 hours after symptoms 

resolve for other illnesses.  

2.  If anyone in your home is experiencing symptoms similar to COVID-19 we encourage you to 

contact your Primary Care Professional. 

 

Q3. If there is a confirmed case of COVID-19 at Sunstone, what happens? 

A. If a case of COVID-19 is suspected or confirmed at Sunstone for any adult or child that entered the 

school, we have adopted the following guidelines based on CDC guidance: 

● If a child exhibits COVID-like symptoms they will be taken to a vacant room to be isolated 

until parents or guardians can be called and the child is picked up. A member of the admin 

team will remain with the child until they are picked up. The admin representation will wear 

a mask, use gloves and maintain distance while providing as much comfort to the child as 

possible. The room will be closed for 24 hours to reduce the potential for respiratory 

droplets. Windows will be open during that period. If a 24-hour period is not feasible then 

wait as long as possible and follow sanitation protocols as outlined by the CDC. Ensure safe 

and correct application of disinfectants and keep disinfectant products away from children. 

● The Head of School or another member of the admin team will contact local health 

authorities, staff and families immediately of a possible or confirmed case of COVID-19 

while maintaining confidentiality as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 

● The Head of School or another member of the admin team will inform staff members and 

families if they have been exposed to a person with COVID-19 and require them to stay 

home for 10 days and self-monitor for symptoms. Staff will be required to complete a daily 

health screening. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
mailto:attendance@sunstonemontessori.org
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● Sunstone will communicate, in coordination with local public health authority, with all 

families and other individuals who have been in the facility in the past 14 days about the 

confirmed case. 

● Sunstone will ensure, in the event of a confirmed case of COVID-19 in a facility, all children 

and staff in the stable cohort–and anyone who came in contact with the group–do not come 

to the program and are informed about the need to be quarantined at home for 10 days. 

● Decisions about required closure will be made in conjunction with ELD staff and the local 

public health authority. 

● Sick children and staff members may not to return until they have met OHA & ELD criteria 

to discontinue home isolation. 

● We will comply with guidance from the local health authorities on when the classroom 

environment can reopen. Staff will wait 24 hours before cleaning and disinfecting the 

classroom. Proper cleaning practices will be followed for cleaning. 

● If a number of staff are ill and there is not enough personnel to provide care the Head of 

School will evaluate whether a classroom will close or the school will close and the 

timeframe. 

 

Q4.  If a parent or a person in a child’s or staff’s household is diagnosed or tests positive 

for COVID-19 (from OHA/ELD’s resources) 

A.   1. Children and staff are asked to stay home if they have been exposed to someone who has had a 

*presumptive case of COVID-19. The exposed individual and staff/children in the household are 

requested to enter into a *quarantine period for a minimum of 10 days after their last date of exposure 

to a known case. 

2. Children or staff who have a family member at home with symptoms of COVID-19 who have not 

been tested need to be monitored for symptoms carefully. The ill family or household member should 

be strongly encouraged to seek testing. 

*Definitions: “Presumptive case of COVID-19”: when you have been exposed to someone with a 

positive coronavirus test AND you have symptoms of cough, fever, or shortness of breath. 

“Quarantine”: when you stay away from other people for a period of time when you may become sick 

with an infection, even if you have no symptoms.  

 

Q5. What do I do if I think my child is sick with Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome in 

Children (MIS-C) associated with COVID-19? 

A. Please refer to guidance from the CDC here. 

 

Q6. What if a child/staff member had taken a COVID-19 test and the results were negative? 

A. Children or staff members would continue to self-monitor and can return after 24 hours when they 

are symptom free and unaided by medications. See our General Wellness Guidelines. 

 

Q7. What other safety practices is Sunstone engaging in? 

● Children and staff will not share items used close to your face such as eye glasses, masks, food, cups 

and other utensils. 

● Staff are following proper cleaning and sanitizing guidelines from the CDC, ELD and ODE. 

● Sunstone is following arrival and departure guidelines as outlined by the CDC, ELD and ODE. 

● All staff will wash hands frequently (or use hand sanitizer if soap and water are not available). 

https://oregonearlylearning.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Exclusion-Letter-FINAL.6.9.20.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/mis-c.html
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● Adults will maintain social distancing practices as outlined above. 

● Classrooms will open windows for increased air flow and all classrooms have industrial air purifiers. 

● We will secure doors/gates in the open position during high traffic times. 

● Adults and children ages 3 and older will wear face covering PPE while inside Sunstone facilities. 

● Staff will regularly sanitize high contact surfaces. 

● Staff agree to engage in safe practices at home as well as at work. 

 

Q8. What is Sunstone doing to take care of employees during this time? 

● Sunstone continued to pay all employees and maintain full benefits while the facility was been closed.  

● We applied and received the Payroll Protection Plan to protect our working employees. 

● We created flexible work opportunities for staff that could be done on site or from home. 

● We have provided PPE for employees and continue to advocate for our staff through local and state 

agencies, and to shop locally to gather needed supplies. 

● We continue to advocate at the local, state and Federal level for our staff and all individuals who 

work with children to be recognized and acknowledged for the importance of their dedication and 

work. 
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Program Information 
Dates: 

Start Date: September, 8, 2020 

End Date: June 18, 2021 

 

Hours: 

8:00 AM-5:00 PM 

 

Parent Agreements: 

● Liability Agreement Form  

○ You agree to assume sole and complete responsibility for all COVID-19 risks, known or 

unknown, that relate to or arise from student’s participation in school activities.  Parents are 

aware of all of the risks associated with COVID-19 and understand that injuries could arise 

from anyone’s actions, inaction, or negligence, through no fault of student, school, or 

anyone else.   

 

● Family COVID-19 Health & Safety Agreement 

○ You are agreeing to minimize contact for your child as much as possible to maintain the 

health and safety of our Sunstone children, staff, and community. 

○ You will agree to obtain a doctor's note if your child has a pre-existing condition related to 

COVID-19 symptoms in order to attend Sunstone. 

 

● Abbott BinaxNOW COVID-19 Testing Consent Form (Elementary Only) 

○ Singed consent forms allow for staff to test Elementary students who exhibit symptoms 

while at Sunstone to administer a COVID-19 test.  
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Staffing/Ratios 
We are limiting the Toddler and Children’s House classroom size to 10 toddlers and 15 Children’s House 

children in each classroom. Children cannot switch between groups.  

 

Staff members in each classroom will be as consistent as possible, with support from the admin team or 

substitutes as needed in case of illness. 

Admin Staff Member Classroom Support Staff 

Each classroom has an admin staff member assigned to support as needed throughout the day. Admin work 

stations have been moved to maintain adequate distancing. If classroom support is needed during the day the 

assigned admin will be called first and if that person is unavailable, an admin that is available will come to 

assist.  

● Sunflower & Lupine: Dee (Cascade Room) 

● Maple & Camassia: Shanda (Cascade Room) 

● Butterfly & Trillium: Cathy (Cascade Room) 

● Sitka & Huckleberry: Monica (Madrone Room) 
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Outdoor Environment 
Each classroom will have an outdoor extension of their classroom for regular use as weather permits. Each 

classroom will be encouraged to spend as much time as possible outside each day.  Shared outdoor 

equipment will be sanitized between classroom groups. For sanitation reasons, the sandboxes will be closed.  

 

Playground Rules 
● Be safe, gentle, and respectful to others. 

● Please no picking or lifting up other children or hanging on other people’s bodies. 

● Remember that there are no exclusions - everyone is welcome to join in a game. 

● Throw balls at each other only when others are expecting it. 

● Nature stays on the ground.  Please leave all sticks, rocks, gravel, bark chips on the ground. Natural 

building materials stay in the forest. 

● Ladders are for going up slides are for going down. 

● Play structures are for climbing.  Fences are for boundaries. Trees are for shade.  Do not climb the 

fence, trees, or outside of play structures.  

● Monkey Bars are for hanging from.  Do not sit on top of or jump to the bars. 

● The bike shelter is for parking bikes and the garden area is for gardening. Neither area is available to 

play in. 

● Tell an adult if a ball goes over the fence. 

● Children can listen to the first reminder from an adult.   
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Food/Nutrition/Personal Items 
Each day, please send your child with a backpack/reusable tote bag with their morning and afternoon snacks, 

a complete lunch, and a full, clean, sanitized water bottle. These items will be sent home each day to be 

washed/sanitized. Some bags, lunch boxes, and water bottles are easier to clean than others; please keep this 

in mind when choosing which belongings to send with your child. 

 

Sunstone will communicate classroom food allergies. Please be sure to read all labels when packing your 

child’s snack and lunch to adhere to the classroom’s allergy list. 

 

Morning/Afternoon Snacks  

Please send your child with a clearly labeled morning snack and afternoon snack each day. Your child’s snacks 

should include at least two food groups (grain, fruit/vegetable, and protein). Some ideas include, but are not 

limited to: crackers, pretzels, popcorn, cheese cubes, string cheese, or cottage cheese, sun butter, pumpkin 

seeds, beans (garbanzo beans work well!) Please label morning and afternoon snacks and pack them 

separate from your child’s lunch to avoid confusion. 

 

Lunch  

This meal should be hearty and balanced: a protein for sustained energy, a carbohydrate for quick energy, and 

some vegetables or fresh fruit. One item from each category is enough, and 1-3 containers are typically 

manageable for a child. Help your child succeed at lunchtime by packing appropriate portions in containers 

and a lunch box that they can open and close independently. Please remember that we are a Green School 

and strongly encourage reusable containers whenever possible.  

 

Lunches will be eaten picnic-style, and may be eaten outside, so please pack food that is easy to manage in 

any setting. Microwaves will be available in classrooms though not encouraged. If you do send food 

needing microwaved, food must be sent in a microwave safe container like glass. Lunches should be 

packed in an insulated lunch box with a cold pack; they will be stored in a designated spot on a shelf or in the 

child’s cubby until lunchtime. Children will re-pack all leftover food/food waste, so you will know what and 

how much they ate. Remember to include any necessary utensils and a napkin! 

 

Some suggestions for food to pack include: 

● Protein: beans, meat, fish, poultry, tofu, or cheese cut into bite-sized pieces 

● Veggies: baby carrots, mini bell-peppers, cherry tomatoes, cucumber slices, broccoli/cauliflower 

florets, steamed green beans, zucchini sticks, cabbage leaves, kale, salad greens, snap peas, snow peas, 

mushrooms, olives, avocado chunks, beets, radishes, celery 

● Carbohydrates: small bagels, breadsticks, whole-grain crackers, mashed or steamed potatoes, a slice 

of bread 

● Fresh Fruit: clementines, a small bunch of grapes, berries, sections of apples/oranges/pears/kiwis  

 

We ask that you please keep sugary treats for home. If sugar is listed in the first three ingredients please don’t 

send in your child’s lunch box. 
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Water Bottle  

We will not have water glasses in the classroom, so your child will need to bring a water bottle each day. The 

water bottle can be refilled at school as needed. Please make sure your child is able to open and drink from 

their water bottle independently. The water bottle will be sent home each day to be cleaned, sanitized, and 

refilled for the next day. 

 

Clothing  

Children new to Children’s House (3-4 year olds) should bring at least two full changes of clothing. 

Elementary children may keep extra clothing in their backpack or cubby; Children’s House children have bins 

available for storing clothing. If your child has wet or soiled clothing, it will be sent home at the end of the 

day. Please make sure to send a replacement set back to school the following day. 

 

Toddler families should consult with the Huckleberry Guide for guidelines on types and amounts of clothing 

to be kept at school. 

 

Other clothing items that all children need: 

● A sun hat during sunny weather 

● A pair of indoor shoes (Crocs or other rubber-soled shoes) to be kept at school  

● All children in Children’s House and Elementary need to have a face mask each day and an extra 

mask at school in case one is wet or dirty.  

 

Nap Supplies  

All children under 4 are required to have a “rest period” each day. Nappers will be set up to rest each 

afternoon in a quiet, darkened area of the classroom with a staff member supporting them. Sunstone provides 

individual resting mats for each napper, and asks that families of nappers send the following items no later 

than the first day of summer program: 

● A small fitted sheet (crib sized is perfect) 

● A lightweight blanket 

● If needed for comfort, a small lovey or stuffed animal 

 

These items will be sent home to be washed weekly (or whenever wet/soiled). 

 

Other 

In the interest of minimizing the spread of germs, we request that all non-essential items be left at home. 

Please do not send your child with toys, games, books, or other personal items unless these items have been 

approved by your child’s Guide. 
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Communication 
Although in person communication will be limited to the periods during drop-off and pick-up each day, you 

can communicate with your child’s Guide or any member of the Administrative team, via email as needed. 

You will receive periodic email updates and/or reminders from your child’s Guide and may email them 

directly with any questions. 

 

CLASSROOM GUIDES 

 

Huckleberry 

Co-Lead: Andrea Luedtke, aluedtke@sunstonemontessori.org 

Co-Lead: Rachel Heath, rheath@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

Butterfly 

Guide: Carolann Zinda, czinda@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

Maple 

Guide: Melissa Potter, mpotter@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

Sunflower 

Guide: Anna Ardizzone, aardizzone@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

Trillium 

Guide: Jennifer Ryznar, jryznar@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

Camassia 

Guide: Robert Salazar, rsalazar@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

Lupine 

Guide: Jack Graham, jgraham@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 

Head of School: Cathy Newman, cnewman@sunstonemontessori.org 

Operations & Development Manager: Shanda Tryon, stryon@sunstonemontessori.org 

Business Manager: Dee Kuns,dkuns@susntonemontessori.org 

Communications Manager: Monica Wright, mwright@sunstonemontessori.org 

 

MORE STAFF 

Can’t find who you are looking for? Please contact info@sunstonemontessori.org or call 503-768-3847. 

Happy to help!  

mailto:aluedtke@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:rheath@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:czinda@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:mpotter@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:aardizzone@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:jryznar@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:rsalazar@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:jgraham@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:cnewman@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:stryon@sunstonemontessori.org
mailto:dkuns@susntonemontessori.org
mailto:mwright@sunstonemontessori.org
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Resources 
Additional information and guidance for COVID-19 can be found through these links from the CDC: 

● Children and COVID-19 

● Talking with children about Coronavirus Disease 2019 

● Information about COVID-19 and: 

○ Pregnancy and breastfeeding 

○ Stress and coping  

 

  

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/caring-for-children.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/talking-with-children.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/pregnancy-breastfeeding.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/managing-stress-anxiety.html
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Agreements and Forms  
Liability Waiver 

Family COVID-19 Health & Safety Agreement 

Abbott BinaxNOW COVID-19 Testing Consent Form – EL Only 

Medication Form 

Allergy Action Plan Form 

Sunscreen Use Form 

 
Thank you to Harmony Montessori School for generously providing the template for this handbook. 

 

*This handbook is subject to change based on guidance including, but not limited, to the Early Learning Division and Oregon 

Health Authority. 
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Other Sunstone Information 

Calendar Highlights 2020-2021 

Sunstone’s calendar and events will look different this year due COVID-19. Our calendar highlights is a list of 

all known NO SCHOOL days as well as a couple of important dates at the beginning of the year. 

 

2020-21 Sunstone Calendar Highlights 

Sunstone Google Calendar 

Please subscribe to our Sunstone Google calendar for the most current calendar.  

Conferences 

Parent-Guide conferences are scheduled twice a year—once in the fall and again in the spring.  Conference 

sign-ups are available online through the weekly email Communications, approximately one month before 

conferences.  Additional conferences can be scheduled with the Guide as the need arises. 

 

During the conferences, your child’s Guide will share your child’s work with you, report on his or her 

personal and academic development, and discuss any other relevant issues.  Feel free to ask questions and 

bring up any issues or concerns you might have. 

 

The school provides a single conference time for each child. Married, separated or divorced parents can 

attend simultaneously, as the focus is on the child and we want to share a consistent message. 

 

Inclement Weather/Make Up Days 

For school closures, delays and schedule changes due to inclement weather, Sunstone will send out a whole 

school email announcement and post a FlashAlert (next page). Our greatest concern is for the safety of 

you and your child.  Regardless of our schedule, please feel free to keep your children home if you feel 

conditions are not safe. 

Make Up Days: 

We will begin to make up inclement weather days once we have had four days of closure. After four days, for 

any additional day that we are closed due to inclement weather, we may add additional days to the end of the 

school year. We do not make up for late openings or early closures. As a reminder, there are no refunds for tuition 

and fees for missed days due to inclement weather. 

 

Emergency Plan 
If an evacuation of the school facility is necessary, our planned assembly places are the playground and front 

lawn.  In the case of an earthquake, we will assemble in the soccer field at the back of the school.  We will 

https://sunstonemontessori.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/2020-21-Sunstone-Calendar-Highlights_8_28_20.pdf
https://calendar.google.com/calendar?cid=c3Vuc3RvbmVtb250ZXNzb3JpLm9yZ19wYnRmbzRjNDlxY2M1a2sydG5lZTl1MTAyMEBncm91cC5jYWxlbmRhci5nb29nbGUuY29t
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connect with families using cell phones. Sunstone has developed a detailed emergency plan with 

contingencies for illness, accident, fire, earthquake, local hazard, lockout/lockdown, and evacuation. See the 

full plan on the parent’s portal of the website under Sunstone Handbook. 

 

FlashAlert 
Subscribe Now: https://www.flashalert.net/id/sunstone 

Sunstone families should subscribe to the Sunstone FlashAlert channel, as it will be our primary way to 

communicate any emergencies, inclement weather, school closures, delays, early pick-ups and more.  Once 

you are subscribed you will automatically receive emails alerting you to and updating you on any emergency 

situations or inclement weather communications directly related to Sunstone.  

 

Communication 
Contacting Sunstone: Feel free to get in touch with us any time, by telephone, email, or in person. (See 

Contacting Sunstone page 4) 

Communicating with families: We communicate primarily via the weekly Tuesday Communications. We 

also use email, family folders, FlashAlert, and the website calendar. 

Communications: The Communications is a weekly email newsletter (Tuesdays) and your main and 

most important source of information at Sunstone. If it’s important, it will be in The 

Communications. Please read your email on Tuesdays. 

Email: Families will receive a monthly newsletter from their child’s Guide. In addition, we will 

occasionally use email for time-sensitive communications and health alerts. Room Parents will use 

email to communicate classroom gatherings and news. 

Family Folders: The Family Folders by the classroom door are used for work produced by the 

child, The Sunstonian, and other communications such as pizza order forms from the students. 

Toddler and Children’s House parents should check these at the end of the day. Elementary 

parents, please help remind your children to check their folder regularly. 

Flash Alert: Subscribe at https://www.flashalert.net/id/sunstone. Sunstone families should 

subscribe to the Sunstone FlashAlert channel, as it will be our primary way to communicate any 

emergencies, inclement weather, school closures, delays, early pick-ups and more. 

Website Calendar: We highly recommend that you familiarize yourself with our website calendar 

http://sunstonemontessori.org/events/. 

The Sunstonian: Most Fridays, a weekly photo essay will be published and distributed in print 

(black & white) and electronically (color). Photos include classroom moments, outdoor program, and 

events. 

https://sunstonemontessori.org/parents/policiesprocedures/flashalert-emergency-plan/
https://sunstonemontessori.org/parents/policiesprocedures/flashalert-emergency-plan/
https://sunstonemontessori.org/parents/policiesprocedures/flashalert-emergency-plan/
https://sunstonemontessori.org/parents/policiesprocedures/flashalert-emergency-plan/
https://www.flashalert.net/id/sunstone
https://www.flashalert.net/id/sunstone
https://www.flashalert.net/id/sunstone
http://sunstonemontessori.org/events/
http://sunstonemontessori.org/events/
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Facebook: Our Facebook page highlights Sunstone moments and provides articles worth reading on 

topics such as Montessori, parenting, and child development. 

Instagram: Follow us @Sunstone_Montessori_School for lots of photos and insights. 

Parents’ Portal of the Website 
The parents’ portal is an excellent resource and your go-to place for finding the information and links that 

you need all in one place: 

● Directories 

● Sunstone Handbook 

● FB, YouTube, Instagram 

● Photo Gallery 

● Watch, Read, Learn (articles and videos on Montessori, Parenting, and Child Development) 

● Sustainability at Sunstone 

● Sunstone Spirit Gear Ordering and Misc. Price list 

● Immunization Rates 

Directory 
You can find the classroom, staff, board, and room parent directories on the parents’ portal of the website. 

This is a password protected page. The Directory will be live once every family has submitted their 

enrollment packet (typically mid-October).  

Annual Fund 

Each year our community supports Sunstone by giving to the Annual Fund in a variety of ways.  Our goal is 

100% Annual Fund participation from our board, staff and parent community. You can help us reach our 

goal through one of our several Annual Fund giving opportunities: 

● Fall Campaign (October 15-December 31, 2020) 

● Paddle Raise and Cash Donations at the Gala (April 10, 2021) 

● True Tuition Donation ($1,000 anytime)-the difference between tuition and the actual cost of 

educating your child 

● True Tuition Plus ($2,000 anytime)-true tuition for your child and one other 

● Corporate Matching (anytime)-eligible employers match your donation thereby doubling your 

contribution 

● One Time Donation (anytime) 

School Policies 

Bringing Things to School 

  

School Supplies: The annual materials fee covers the cost of paper, pencils, and other supplies.  It is not 

necessary for your child to bring in any school supplies. 
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Electronic Devices: iPods, cell phones, etc. are not generally permitted at school.  However, older children 

who carry mobile phones must drop them off at the front desk on arrival.  Students may pick up their phones 

or other electronic devices from the front desk at the end of the day as they depart.  Use of these devices by 

children is not permitted while they are under Sunstone supervision, except in emergencies or other special 

circumstances. 

  

Skateboards, etc.: Skateboards, longboards or other wheeled vehicles brought to school must be dropped 

off at the front desk on arrival and will be returned at departure. Bicycles can be parked in Sunstone’s covered 

bike parking near the Huckleberry Cottage or in the bike racks in the front of the school. 

  

Toys and Precious Items: These items can be distracting, and may be lost or damaged, so please avoid 

sending them to school.  Inappropriate items will be held until the end of the school day and then returned. 

  

Lost and Found: Unclaimed items will be taken to the Lost and Found in the Commons. Clothing and other 

belongings that are clearly labeled with names or initials are easiest to reunite with their owners. Unclaimed 

Lost and Found items are donated to charity a few times each year. We will give notice to families when 

donations are scheduled.  

Celebrations at School 

Holidays: Holidays and cultural celebrations are observed in classrooms based on the students’ and Guides’ 

interests.  Classroom activities typically include art, stories, and songs as explorations of a holiday’s cultural 

background.  Please consult with your child’s Guide before making plans to contribute to classroom 

celebrations. 

  

Birthdays: Please contact your child’s Guide in advance to arrange for the celebration of your child’s 

birthday at school. Please do not distribute invitations at school for your family’s birthday party.  To avoid 

hurt feelings, please mail invitations separately. 

Computers and Video 

  

Classroom Use: Computers and video presentations are not used in the Children’s House classrooms. Video 

may occasionally be used in the Elementary classrooms to supplement an area of study.  Students in the 

Upper Elementary may make occasional use of computers, learning and using research and document 

production skills. 

  

At Home: Based on research on the effects of screens on children’s attentiveness, relationship skills, and 

self-regulation skills, we request that children have 

NO television, video game, or computer activity before school, and that screen time be limited at home, 

especially during the school week. Video games are not permitted at school at any time. 
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Dress 

Clothing: Children should wear comfortable, functional clothing suited to the season. Children need to be 

able to work comfortably in the classroom, and to run easily and play outside in any weather.  Please mark all 

hats, gloves, coats, boots, sweaters, and extra set of clothing with your child’s name or initials. 

  

Independence: Please support your child’s independence by choosing clothing he or she can manage 

independently. 

  

Appropriate appearance: Sunstone Montessori School serves children ages 16 months to 12 years.  For that 

reason, we want to foster appropriate dress across our whole community.  Attention-getting items detract 

from the classroom’s atmosphere of calm and ordered learning. Children whose personal attire or grooming 

distracts the attention of other children or teachers from schoolwork will be required to make necessary 

alterations.  The intention is to create and foster a safe, orderly setting in which all children can concentrate 

on their educational endeavors with minimal distractions.  Parents’ understanding and support is vital to 

achieving this goal. When a child is dressed inappropriately, parents may be contacted to provide a change of 

clothes before the child may return to class. Typically, the child is given a choice, ie. turn the shirt inside out 

or wear an SMS shirt. 

  

The following are not appropriate for school: 

● Clothing with media characters and imagery. 

● Tops which expose the midriff, skin-tight or see-through clothing, visible undergarments. 

● Head coverings (hats, but also crazy scarves, Mickey Mouse ears, etc.) indoors unless medically 

necessary or by arrangement with the school administration. 

● Torn clothing, clothing with holes (beyond normal wear and tear), cut-offs, pocket chains, or over-

sized pants, shorts or shirts. 

● Clothing or objects with obscene, offensive, or intimidating language, or drug, tobacco, firearms, or 

alcoholic beverage promotion. 

 

Aggressive Behavior and Discipline 

Sunstone is a warm, welcoming space where we do all that we can to ensure the safety of the children and 

provide them with an optimal educational experience.  We educate children for life, including fostering the 

development of emotional intelligence, problem-solving skills, and the grace and courtesies of everyday life.   

  

Sunstone believes in a preventative approach to discipline. Guides work with the children to create an 

environment conducive to work and personal development. Children are expected to behave safely, 

respectfully, and responsibly, according to their stages of development. Behavior outside these expectations is 

typically addressed through Grace & Courtesy lessons, conversation, redirection, and/or increased 

scaffolding, as deemed appropriate by the Guide. 

  

Inevitably, part of this work with children may address aggressive behaviors. Developmentally, biting, hitting, 

etc. are particularly common for children aged 16 months to three years-old, and less common for children 

aged 3-12 years; for this reason, we hold developmentally appropriate perspectives on these behaviors across 
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our program levels. Please refer to our First Plane Aggressive Behavior Addendum for more insight into our 

developmental perspective and approach with children ages 6 and under. 

  

In instances of aggressive behaviors, each situation will be assessed individually and discussed with the 

Program Director and the parents of both children will be notified of the incident. The names of children 

involved will not be discussed in accordance with the National Association for the Education of Young 

Children recommendations.  Your child’s Guide will communicate with you in the case of any serious and/or 

ongoing behavior problems. In certain cases of physical aggression and/or in the event of persistent 

disruption, the school reserves the right, for the safety and comfort of the children, as well as to set firm 

limits, to remove the aggressive child from the classroom and request that the child be picked up by a parent 

at the time of disruption. 

  

Relational aggression, also known as peer mistreatment, is also taken very seriously within our school. 

Relational aggression is defined by Sunstone as any persistent behavior that harms others through damage or 

threat of damage to relationships or feelings of acceptance, friendship, or group inclusion. Examples of such 

behaviors include unwelcome teasing, name-calling, excluding, humiliating, spreading rumors, playing harmful 

practical jokes, threatening to isolate or harm, disrespecting another’s property, coercing, or manipulating 

power in a relationship. 

  

In cases of serious and/or ongoing behavior problems, including disruptive behavior, physical aggression, 

and relational aggression, parents can expect the following steps: 

  

● The Guide will call a meeting with the parents to address concerns and develop a solution-oriented 

action plan. Subsequent meetings may be held between the Guide and the parents to evaluate 

progress. 

● If the behaviors continue, a meeting will be called with the Guide, parents, Program Director, and/or 

Head of School as needed. The child may be referred to see a counselor or other professional at this 

time. 

● In the case of extreme or persistent behavior issues that resist improvement, Sunstone will assess 

whether suspension or termination of enrollment is best. 

  

Student Records 

Student records may consist of, but are not limited to, attendance records, health and emergency information, 

assessments, developmental and academic progress reports, accident reports, and parental authorization for 

various school activities. Parents and legal guardians have the right to inspect and review any and all records, 

files, and data directly related to their children. 

  

Immunization Policy 

Sunstone Montessori is required by law to keep up-to-date copies of each student's immunization record on 

file. Oregon law also requires that all students are either up-to-date on immunizations for their age group, 

have a medical exemption from a medical professional, or complete the non-medical exemption online 
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training module. While Sunstone can access immunization records for the state of Oregon, parents must 

provide a copy of all immunization records from other states, medical exemption documents or non-medical 

exemption certificate of completion, and in the case of a non-medical exemption, sign the non-medical 

exemption box on their Oregon immunization record. 

  

OCC Rights of Parents and Guardians 

Parents and guardians have the right to enter and inspect their child’s classroom without notice during normal 

operating hours and while their child is receiving care. Parents and guardians have the right to inspect 

childcare certification by the State of Oregon Office of Child Care. These documents are available in the 

school office during normal office hours. Parents and guardians have the right to report unsatisfied 

complaints about pre-school and after-hours care to: 

  

State of Oregon Office of Child Care 

700 Summer Street NE Suite 350 

Salem, OR 97301 

(503) 947-1400 

  

The following OCC notices are posted in each licensed building: 

● Notice of Arrival & Departure Procedures 

● Notice of Rights of Parents/Guardians to Center Access 

● Notice of Rights of Parents/Guardians to Certification & Inspection 

● Notice of Rights of Parents/Guardians to Report Complaints 

● Notice of Sunstone Montessori School Guidance & Discipline Policy 

 

Adult Conduct 

Adults in the Sunstone community, including Sunstone staff, parents, and extended family, are expected to 

behave safely and respectfully.  We ask that all adults observe the following guidelines: 

  

Communication: If there is a problem, it is best to communicate clearly and directly with the person who 

can address it.  For classroom issues, communication should begin with the classroom Guide. Conflicts 

among adults should be addressed in a calm and private manner. 

  

Privacy and Confidentiality: Adults should consider the privacy of children, parents and staff. Staff and 

parent personal information, including email addresses and phone numbers, should be kept confidential. 

Directory information is intended for school-related business only. 

  

Serious Issues: Some behavior is grounds for immediate withdrawal from the Sunstone community: 

  

● Sexual abuse and sexual assault are illegal and will not be tolerated. Allegations of abuse or assault 

will be thoroughly investigated and appropriate actions will be taken. This applies to all employees, 

parents, students, volunteers, and subcontractors. 
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●  Discrimination or harassment of any person in the Sunstone community on the basis of race, color, 

religion, national origin, sex, age, marital status, personal appearance, sexual orientation, gender 

identity or expression, familial status, family responsibilities, matriculation, political affiliation, 

disability, source of income, and place of residence or business is counter to our values and will not 

be tolerated. Allegations of discrimination will be thoroughly investigated and appropriate actions will 

be taken. This applies to all employees, parents, volunteers, and subcontractors. 

  

Consequences: Every effort will be made to address community conflicts constructively.  However, if no 

mutually agreeable resolution can be reached, it may be necessary for a separation from the school, either by 

termination of an employee or termination or non-renewal of an enrollment agreement, at the sole discretion 

of the School. 

Separation, Divorce, and Custody 

In the case of separation, divorce, or legally directed custody arrangements, Sunstone will grant access to 

children and school records unless we have a court order or other legal document specifying the rights 

accorded to each parent. 

 

Without a court order, a copy of which is provided to us by the custodial parent, our ability to deny access is 

limited to notifying the custodial parent and/or police if needed (should an unsanctioned contact be 

attempted or occur at Sunstone). Staff members are instructed to not attempt to mediate a custodial dispute, 

put themselves or the child in jeopardy, nor try to enforce a court order.  Again, staff is instructed to simply 

call the custodial parent and/or police if needed. 

  

In addition, in these cases, Sunstone requires the permission of both custodial parents to add other adults to 

a child’s pick-up list. 

  

Please let the school know if there is a change in your family status along these lines. Although these 

situations can be fraught with emotion and conflict, we are best able to serve your child if we have good 

information and clear communication. 

 

Withdrawal and Disenrollment 

Tuition amounts are due in full as agreed and outlined in the Financial Commitment Agreement. You are 

eligible to file a claim for a partial refund of unused tuition if you paid for tuition insurance. 

  

If you wish to withdraw or disenroll your child from the program, you must send a letter or email to Cathy 

Newman, Head of School, cnewman@sunstonemontessori.org.  The date of the email, the postmarked date 

of a letter, and the delivered date if delivered in person, are considered the date of notice for purposes of this 

policy.  Please indicate “Notice of Student Withdrawal” in the subject line of the email or letter, and include 

the following text in your correspondence: 

  

mailto:cnewman@sunstonemontessori.org
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Please accept this email as notice of our intent to withdraw our child, [enter child’s name], from Sunstone 

Montessori School.  [Name of child]’s last day in the program is expected to be [enter effective date of 

withdrawal]. 

  

We will confirm our receipt of your written notice, and if a refund is due, we will process that prorated 

amount in accordance with the terms of the Financial Commitment Agreement you signed.  As a reminder, 

there are no refunds of tuition or fees for missed days of class due to absences, illness, medical conditions or 

medical emergencies, disability, testing, family emergencies, vacations, inclement weather, moving/relocation, 

extracurricular activities, or other events that may cause your child to be absent from school. 

  

Please Note: If you decide not to re-enroll your child at Sunstone, we respectfully request that you postpone telling your child of the 

upcoming change until the end of the school year. Children under age six, in particular, are very present-moment focused and have 

difficulty understanding that this change is happening in the future, not immediately, but even some Elementary aged children 

struggle with this news when it is delivered prematurely. We have observed that children of all ages with advanced knowledge 

sometimes disengage from the classroom, from the materials, and from their Guide, creating an unsuccessful experience for the 

child and the entire classroom community. Thank you for your support in allowing the children to have the most cohesive and 

engaged classroom experience possible! 
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New Family Information 

Welcome to Sunstone Montessori School! This booklet contains information of particular import to new 

Sunstone families.  

Our Story 

Sunstone Montessori School has a rich history of growth, evolution and collaboration with the vibrant 

Montessori community of Portland, Oregon.  Sunstone Montessori was born in 2007 from the successful 

merger of two well-established Montessori schools, Odyssey Montessori School (ages 6-12 years) and Two 

Rivers Montessori School (ages 2 ½ to 12 years). 

 

After an exhaustive search for a new location which could house the entire school community, Sunstone 

signed a lease with Portland Public Schools in May 2012 for the former Terwilliger School site located on 

Corbett Avenue.  Renovation occurred over the summer of 2012 so that the 2012-13 school year could begin 

with all Sunstone Montessori children in one location.  In the fall of 2013, we launched our first Toddler class 

with children 16 months to 3 years. 

Staff 

For the 2020-21 school year, our staff consists of AMI trained Guides in every classroom, as well an AMI-

trained Head of School and Communications Manager. Other administrative staff include a Business 

Manager, an Operations & Development Manager, a Facilities Manager, and an Office Assistant.  We also 

have classroom assistants (several AMI trained), in-house substitutes, and support staff. 

 

Staff members continue their professional development by attending local, regional, and national workshops 

and conferences, professional in-service days and staff retreats.  Staff members maintain emergency first-aid, 

CPR, food handlers’ certifications, ICCHS (Introduction to Child Care Health and Safety), PBT (Prevention 

is Better than Treatment) and RRCAN (Recognizing and Reporting Child Abuse). 

Governance 

Sunstone Montessori School is a non-profit, 501(c)(3) educational organization, governed by a Board of 

Trustees.  Our articles of incorporation and school bylaws are on file in the school office. 

Registrations and Affiliations 

Our programs are recognized and accredited by the Association Montessori Internationale (AMI).  

“Recognized” is the highest level of attainment granted by AMI.  We are a member of the Oregon Federation 

of Independent Schools (OFIS), the North American Montessori Teachers Association (NAMTA), and the 

Oregon Montessori Association (OMA).  Sunstone Montessori School has no religious affiliation. 
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Oregon Green School 

Sunstone has been a certified Oregon Green School since 2009 and achieved “Premier Status” (the highest 

level) in 2013 through the hard work of staff, children and parent volunteers. As a Green School, we 

continuously renew our commitment to sustainability, seeking new ways to reduce our environmental impact, 

to increase our environmental awareness, and to share what we have learned. Our dedicated Green Team 

meets monthly to identify, implement and review new sustainability measures. Our overall goal is to reduce 

our impact as a school as much as possible and to inspire others to do the same at home, work and play. 

● We offer monthly Green Team meetings for members of our community to become involved in our 

initiatives. 

● We have a system for managing and tracking our waste stream (compost, recycling, landfill). 

● We perform annual waste audits (done by students and parents) and set goals for each year. 

● We collect electronics, light bulbs and batteries for recycling. We also have neighborhood electronics 

recycling events in the fall and spring each year. 

● We have taken measures to reduce our water and electricity consumption (installed low-flush toilets, 

aerators, lights/computers off when not in use, CFL light bulbs). 

● We have gardens that are used for both education and enjoyment, and we manage a vegetated filter 

strip along the blacktop, to decrease storm water runoff and help keep our river ecosystems healthy. 

● We educate our community about packing “waste-free” lunches by using reusable containers and 

reducing food waste. 

● We use durable, re-useable dishes, silverware and cloth napkins in the classroom and at school 

events. 

● We have a sustainable purchasing policy that we adhere to. Whenever we purchase anything for the 

school, we purchase as sustainably as we can. For example, we use post-consumer recyclable content 

paper items in our bathrooms, kitchen, offices, and classrooms. We have switched to paperless 

invoicing for billing and use electronic bill pay for our office needs. 

● Staff and children use green cleaning products in the classrooms (our janitorial staff strive to use 

non-toxic, green products whenever possible). 

● We support local businesses and alternative transportation. 

● We participate in Walk + Bike month. 

● We offer students opportunities to work in the gardens and outdoor spaces on campus. 

● We celebrate Earth Day with a variety of activities that demonstrate care for our ecosystem. 

● We manage an onsite pest waste station that allows our neighbors to enjoy the grounds responsibly. 

● Students volunteer with Portland Parks & Recreation to remove invasive plant species in nearby 

parks. 

● Whenever possible we walk with students to run errands or visit local sites. 

Maria Montessori and Montessori Education 

Maria Montessori (1876-1952) was a remarkable woman by any standard.  Among the first Italian women to 

earn an M.D., she went on to become an education innovator, a children’s advocate, an early feminist and 

supporter of women’s suffrage, an internationally recognized public speaker, the author of numerous books, 

and a three-time nominee for the Nobel Peace Prize.  The education approach she founded in 1907 and 

developed throughout her life is practiced today with tens of thousands of children in hundreds of countries.  
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The organization she founded in 1929, the Association Montessori Internationale (AMI), continues to refine 

and extend her work to this day. 

 

The essence of Montessori philosophy is the recognition, based on observation, of universal human 

characteristics in children which are revealed, and which will grow and develop, in the right environment and 

with the right approach. Maria Montessori observed in young children tendencies toward concentration, 

engagement, exploration of their environment, control of movement, and self-guided learning.  She 

developed an education method that responds to these tendencies, giving children the opportunity to flourish 

and grow into confident, independent, life-long learners. 

Toddler Community 

Maria Montessori first developed her method with children between about two and seven years old, and later 

extended her work to children up to about twelve. In 1947, in Rome, Montessori presented the first 

Assistants to Infancy training course, and the Association Montessori Internationale (AMI) has certified 

courses at this level since 1982. 

 

Children in our toddler environment focus on toilet independence, social interactions, language development, 

and practical life activities such as pouring, managing clothing, and preparing snacks. The environment serves 

children from 16 months, if they have begun walking, to three years.  Children may transition to one of our 

Children’s Houses mid-year as their independence develops. 

Children’s House 

Maria Montessori’s first classroom was called the ‘Casa de Bambini,’ or ‘Children’s House.’ Today, Children’s 

Houses worldwide are mixed-age classrooms for children between approximately three and six years old.  

Montessori observed that these young children are concrete, sensorial learners with a seemingly limitless 

capacity to absorb and internalize the world around them. The classroom environment is prepared with a 

wealth of materials and activities to meet this capacity. There are exercises of practical life, from spooning 

beans to washing tables, which develop concentration, engagement, focus, order, control of movement, and 

independence. Sensorial materials, such as the pink tower, help children sequence, clarify, and classify 

information, and to refine their senses by touching, seeing, smelling, tasting, listening to, and exploring their 

environment.  Language and mathematics materials such as the moveable alphabet and the golden beads 

introduce concepts in a way that makes intuitive sense and invites repetition moving towards deep mastery.  

Art, geography and music activities spring from the same philosophy, providing for hands-on, open 

exploration. 

Elementary 

Maria Montessori observed a change in children around the age of six, and developed the Elementary 

curriculum specifically for children between the ages of six and twelve years old. Elementary children use 

their newly developing powers of reason and imagination to explore not only the world they can experience 

directly, but further, to explore everything that was too long ago or is too small, too big, or too abstract to 

observe, and to ask big questions such as: “How did it begin?  Why?  Where is it leading?  What is its 

purpose?”  Inspired by the evocative ‘Great Lessons’ from their Guide, students choose and carry out work 
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independently and cooperatively, learning to balance freedom and responsibility as they track their work, set 

goals, follow their interests, and engage in explorations both inside and outside the classroom.  The scope of 

the Elementary classroom is literally the entire universe, and Montessori students regularly find that their 

interests and work take them far beyond the public-school curriculum. 

And Beyond 

Students graduating from Sunstone Montessori School go forth prepared for whatever life may offer them.  

Academically, they are typically above the level of their traditional school peers. But more central to the 

Montessori approach is the independence, responsibility, confidence, and character which develop in these 

children as a result of their Montessori experience.  Montessori graduates are seen to have advantages in 

creativity, positive social interactions, decision-making, and sense of community.  These benefits contribute to 

a life-long sense of personal satisfaction and well-being.  Well-known Montessori graduates include the 

founders of Google, author Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and Chef Julia Child, among others. 

 

Getting Started at Sunstone 

Forms and Information: Before school starts you will receive an online enrollment packet, via Transparent 

Classroom, with important forms that must be filled out and returned before your child can attend. The 

school cannot enroll students without this information. 

 

Please keep this information up to date, so that our records reflect current information and ensure your 

child’s health and safety.  During the course of the year, any changes to these forms can be made online by 

you through your Transparent Classroom login. You will receive an email with your login information prior 

to your enrollment packet. 

 

New Parent Orientation: The New Parent Orientation serves as an introduction to Sunstone Montessori 

School, and all new parents are required to attend.  Please refer to the website calendar for the date and time. 

Toddler Community 

Your toddler should be walking short distances independently before joining the community.  A visit to the 

school playground can give your child a concrete experience to refer to. 

Children’s House 

Preparing Your Child: Young children live in and understand the present moment.  For children, 

approximately six years and younger, the future is a vague concept.  Talking too much about beginning 

“school” can create anxiety and apprehension.  You can help prepare your child for this new experience by 

engaging in indirectly related activities, such as reading or telling stories about school, practicing bathroom 

routines, and adjusting sleep and wake-up times during the week or two before school starts. 

 

If you are new to Sunstone, your child’s Guide will also help to prepare your child for school by arranging a 

brief classroom orientation visit, typically the day before your child starts school.  The Guide will introduce 

https://sunstonemontessori.org/what-is-montessori/famous-montessorians/
https://sunstonemontessori.org/events/
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basic classroom activities, such as snack time and toileting, and may even give a first lesson. Please discuss any 

concerns that your child may be experiencing with the Guide. 

First Day—First Weeks 

Drop-Off & Pick-up 

Please refer to the “Drop-off & Pick-up” section of the Community Handbook for specific procedures.  

  

The first day can be an emotional experience for children and parents.  Your calm, confident demeanor will 

reassure your child and help ensure a smooth transition.  Feel free to check in with the office later in the 

morning if you are concerned about your child’s entry into the classroom. 

 

Separation 

We ask that you say a quick and loving good-bye to your child at a natural point of separation. This makes a 

clear transition from home to school and discourages your child from clinging to you as you depart. 

Sometimes, difficulty with separation at drop-off continues past the first few days.  Anxiety, ‘clinginess,’ and 

even tears are not unusual in the first few weeks of school.  You can reassure your child that school is a safe, 

comfortable place, full of friends, caring Guides, and interesting things to do, and that you will be back to 

pick up at the regular time, just like always.  Remember that your child’s Guide is experienced with helping 

children through these difficulties.  If necessary, the Guide or the assistant can physically assist in the 

transition, giving your child a comforting presence as you make your exit. Children typically stop crying 

within a few minutes of entering the classroom, and become engaged with their friends and their work.  You 

are always free to check in with the office, or to ask for a call later in the morning to see how your child is 

doing.  If the separation remains difficult for more than a few weeks, please contact your child’s Guide. 

 

Tiredness 

The school day, whether it is the morning only or the whole day, is a stimulating experience for young 

children.  It is not unusual to see some extra tiredness at the end of the day during the first few weeks.  A 

nutritious lunch or snack, some quiet time, or even a nap can be helpful to keep the day balanced. 

 

Routine 

Most young children respond well to regular, consistent patterns in their lives.  The first few weeks of school 

are a great time to establish and maintain consistent routines around bedtime, getting ready for school, arrival, 

and pick up.  This will help your child feel comfortable with school. 

 

Communication 

Because your child’s Guide is focused on helping children begin their days in the classroom, it can be a 

difficult time for conversations with parents. If you would like to schedule a conversation with the Guide, you 

may email them directly to set this up. If you need to pass along a time-sensitive message, you may leave a 

note for the Guide with a staff member in the drop-off line or with the front desk. Your child’s Guide will 

contact you as soon as possible to arrange a meeting or to discuss your issue briefly over the phone. 

 

Toddler Community 

First Day of School: New children begin two or three at a time over the course of the first few weeks of the 

school year.  This allows the Guide time to give your child more focused attention during the first days, and 
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helps to smooth your child’s adjustment into new routines and new relationships.  Sunstone does not make 

adjustments in tuition for this brief period of “phasing in.” 

 

Children’s House 

First Day of School: Returning Children’s House students start on the first day of school. 

New students in the Children’s House begin two or three at a time over the course of the first few weeks of 

the school year.  This allows the Guide time to give your child more focused attention during the first days, 

and helps to smooth your child’s adjustment into new routines and new relationships.  Sunstone does not 

make adjustments in tuition for this brief period of “phasing in”. 

  

What to Bring: Children should bring a change of clothes (including underwear and socks) in a labeled bag, a 

pair of indoor shoes, and a small ceramic mug for water.  Please check with your child’s Guide for any 

variations specific to your child’s classroom. 

 

Children who stay for lunch should bring a nutritious lunch in a reusable bag or box (no media characters 

please), with an ice pack if needed. Please also send milk with your child for lunch. If you choose not to send 

milk with your child’s lunch, please email your Guide to let them know. Water is provided at lunch. School 

supplies are provided as well. Toys and comfort items are best left at home. 

 

Elementary  

First Day of School: Returning 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and 6th year children start on the first day of school.  New 

Elementary children and 1st and 4th years start a couple days later, according to the school calendar. (See 

“Calendar Highlights” section of the Community Handbook for exact dates.)  A calm, confident parent, a 

regular routine, good nutrition, and plenty of rest lay the foundation for a successful experience. 

  

What to Bring: Children should bring a nutritious lunch in a reusable bag or box (no media characters please), 

with an ice pack if needed. Most school supplies are provided.  You will receive a small supplies list from your 

child’s Guide during the summer. 

 

In The Classroom—Lessons and Work 

Toddler Community 

Children in the Toddler Community explore a range of activities designed to help them develop 

independence, control of movement, toileting, language, and much more. 

 

Children’s House 

Lessons: The basic interaction between the child, the Guide, and the environment in the Montessori 

classroom is the lesson.  Every material, every activity, and nearly every practical or social interaction has a 

planned or spontaneous lesson associated with it—often more than one.  There are lessons in how to use the 

pink tower, how to have snack, how to walk around someone’s rug, how to do long division with the golden 

beads, and more.  The Guide takes careful note of each child’s development in all areas and strives to present 

exactly the right lesson at the perfect moment.  The actual lesson consists of carefully analyzed, gracefully 

executed movements showing the essence of the activity being presented.  Once your child has had a lesson 
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on a piece of material, he or she is free to take it from the shelf whenever it is available, and to work with it as 

long as it holds his or her engagement and focus. 

  

At the beginning, new children have not had many lessons, and their choices are limited.  They may spend a 

lot of time observing or learning the basic elements of classroom behavior, such as using quiet voices, 

controlling movement, having snack, using the bathroom, and respecting the work of other children. Soon 

enough, they will have lessons and choices of their own. 

  

It is not unusual for children to ask for lessons on material they are not yet ready for.  Although the Guides 

are skilled at navigating these situations, you may hear frustration from your child around lessons he or she 

would like to have. On the other hand, young children do not always talk very much about the lessons and 

work they are doing, leaving parents guessing.  If you have any questions or concerns about your child’s 

school day, please feel free to contact your child’s Guide. You may email the Guide directly or you may leave 

a note for her/him with the front desk. Your child’s Guide will contact you as soon as possible to arrange a 

meeting or to discuss your issue over the phone. 

  

Work: Children spend their day in the classroom choosing material from the shelves and working with it to 

their own satisfaction.  The right to work without interruption is highly regarded, and you may hear “this is 

my work” at home from time to time. 

  

Work on paper: Much of the work in the Children’s House is directed towards the child’s inner development 

and does not create a physical product, such as a piece of paper. Finished work that is ready to come home 

will be in your child’s cubby or in your family folder at pick-up time.  Your child will also have an opportunity 

to share work with you at the Parent-Child Classroom Sharing events throughout the year. 

  

Understanding your child’s work: Sometimes a piece of work can be difficult to interpret, and often the 

process has been more important to the child than the final product.  You can start a productive conversation 

by making factual observations and asking questions, such as: “I see you did some work with numbers,” “You 

used a lot of blue!” or “What can you tell me about this?” These kinds of remarks support your child’s 

independence and personal growth more effectively than corrections or judgments, even positive judgments, 

such as “Good job!” or “What a beautiful picture!” which can adversely affect the independence of your 

child. 

 

Remember that your most important reaction to your child’s work can be the special time you devote to 

sharing it with him.  Your gift of time and undivided attention will be most satisfying to your child. If you 

have questions or concerns about your child’s work, please contact the Guide. 

 

 

Elementary 

Lessons: Lessons continue in the Elementary classroom, but they take a new form appropriate for the older 

child.  The stories of the universe, the formation of the earth, the coming of life and of humans, and the 

achievements of numbers and writing are the subjects of five Great Lessons that are presented every year in 

the fall.  Innumerable related lessons, some in story form, some with materials, and some as demonstrations 

and experiments proceed from these key lessons, and children choose follow-up work from a limitless range 

of possibilities. 
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Work: The work in the Elementary class is likewise an extension and development of the Children’s House 

work, adapted to the needs of the older child.  Children will often work in groups on long, involved research 

projects that may take them beyond the classroom on going-outs into the community.  Again, the best way to 

find out more about your child’s work is to ask questions and make observations.  Your child will also have 

the opportunity to share work with you during the Student Presentation Day in the late winter. 

  

Work on paper: In the Elementary, we continue to emphasize process over product. However, as the child 

moves through his Elementary years, we begin to focus more on quality, depth and presentation.  When 

students transition into our Upper Elementary classroom, more attention is paid to goal setting, deadlines and 

the development of time management skills.  There continues to be a great deal of work on materials that 

does not always result in a paper product.  Additionally, some children are naturally more prolific than others.  

This does not mean that they do more work than others, but rather that they have more product to show for 

their efforts.  Subsequently, one child in your family might come home at the end of the week with a large 

stack of written work, while another brings home one piece of paper.  As always, discussions with your child, 

classroom observations, Parent/Guide conferences, and our Elementary Presentation Day will give you 

insight into your child’s development and accomplishments. 
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Notes: 

 

 

 


